
‘Immediate Harm to Millions’:
AFL-CIO Tears Apart Green New
Deal
The largest organization of labor unions in the U.S. slammed
the Green New Deal for combating climate change by threatening
the livelihoods of millions of Americans.

The AFL-CIO sent a letter on Friday to Democratic New York
Rep.  Alexandria  Ocasio-Cortez  and  Democratic  Massachusetts
Sen. Ed Markey, the two lawmakers leading the Green New Deal
push in Congress. The labor group demanded a larger role in
crafting future solutions, slamming the current proposal as
“not achievable or realistic.”

“We welcome the call for labor rights and dialogue with labor,
but the Green New Deal resolution is far too short on specific
solutions  that  speak  to  the  jobs  of  our  members  and  the
critical sections of our economy,” the letter, signed by 10
national labor unions on the AFL-CIO’s energy committee, says.

“We will not accept proposals that could cause immediate harm
to millions of our members and their families,” the letter
says. “We will not stand by and allow threats to our members’
jobs and their families’ standard of living go unanswered.”

The Green New Deal calls for an end to fossil fuel use and
heavy investment in renewable energy technology such as wind
and solar. Meeting the resolution’s goals would require a
massive restructuring of the American economy.

Electricity production from fossil fuels makes up about 64
percent of the United States’ total energy demand. Nuclear
energy, a clean energy left out of the Green New Deal, makes
up about 19 percent of the U.S. energy mix. Wind and solar
energy  make  up  just  over  8  percent,  according  to
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2018 data from the U.S. Energy Information Administration.

“We should not be haunted by the specter of being automated
out of work,” Ocasio-Cortez told a crowd at the South by
Southwest festival Saturday in response to a question about
the threat of automation to jobs, according to The Verge.

“We  should  be  excited  by  that.  But  the  reason  we’re  not
excited by it is because we live in a society where if you
don’t have a job, you are left to die. And that is, at its
core, our problem,” Ocasio-Cortez said, pushing for further
automation to free up time for people to be creative and
“[enjoy] the world that we live in” instead.

—

This article has been republished with permission from The
Daily Signal.
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